
Apart from personnel costs, room and area costs 

are the most substantial financial expenses, for 

many companies. As most conference, video 

conference and telepresence rooms are equipped 

with the most modern technology, they are as a 

rule especially expensive. Therefore, the best 

possible utilisation of the expensive resource 

„room“ has a decisive significance for many 

companies. 

 
passiv² introduces a completely new, intelligent 

solution platform that enables operation and 

utilisation concepts for conference areas in a yet 

unknown integrative dimension. 

passiv² bundles and concentrates on efficient 

room usage and integrative coupling of the rooms 

with all AV services, catering, reception and all 

other necessary services. 

 
For the first time, the innovative combination 

of room booking software and passive display 

technology (without PC) offers such a solution 

platform.

 
passiv² has been perfectly tailored to meet the 

needs of mid-sized and large companies with 

all of their, to some extent, extremely complex 

processes in conference areas. 

 
If you are looking for a considerable increase 

in the efficiency of your conference rooms, 

guaranteed transparency and sustainable 

implementing of green IT concepts, passiv² offers 

exactly the right solution for you.  

The block diagram clearly shows the simplicity of passiv² and its positive influence on 

the efficiency of the operation in conference areas. 

 
One booking software: raum]für[raum. An intranet server - connected with the 

employees (booking of rooms), service providers (recalling all orders), AV technology 

(control systems, devices) and - needless to say - the displays. 

Whether information or interaction using the touch screens: the communication always 

takes place between the hardware and raum]für[raum only. 

Thus, no additonal PCs (for displays) or software (operating system, player, digital signage) 

will be necessary.

 
Considerable cost saving is the result. And at the same time, you can increase the trans-

parency of information and the quality of your meetings! 

 
That is passiv² Simple. Intelligent. Innovative.

The new dimension in intelligent operation and usage concepts for your conference areas.
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START EVENT EVENT HAS STARTED FACTS FUTURE DECISIONS

The meeting leader enters the information via the 
touchscreen display at the conference room that 
his meeting is starting on time.

raum]für[raum sets the status of the meeting to 
„started“. For the first time it is now possible for 
companies to see exactly how many events really 
take place.

So, there are solid facts and real figures available for 
controlling. How many bookings have been made 
compared to the real number of „held meetings“? How
many „cancellations“ / „no shows“ have been made? 

This means that there is a significant planning element 
available: future decisions regarding conference areas, 
investments in rooms and equipment will be based on 
solid facts.

EVENT „FORGOTTEN“ EVENT IS DELETED ROOM IS FREE AGAIN BOOKER PAYS

For example, the meeting was booked long in advance 
as a serial booking – however, in the meantime it has 
been cancelled. The meeting leader forgot to 
delete his booking in raum]für[raum – which means
the room is still being shown as „booked“ in the 
system. 

15 minutes (the time period is configurable) after the 
meeting should have begun, raum]für[raum checks 
automatically whether the meeting status has been set 
to „started“. If not, the meeting will automatically be 
deleted from the reservation overview - thus, the room 
is free and shown as being available.

The room is now immediately available again for the 
companies employees for ad hoc bookings. 
This means that the problem companies have of no 
room capacity on-hand for short-notice meetings can 
be effectively solved. The number of rooms being made 
available at short-notice is estimated at being at least 
15%. 

Even though the meeting doesn’t take place, the costs 
can be debited to the originally planned meeting 
– either by the full fee or a cancellation fee. 
This mechanism effectively supports and enforces 
responsible handling of the expensive company 
resources. 

EXTEND EVENT EVENT TAKES LONGER FACTS ARE ADJUSTED SERVICE PROVIDERS ARE INFORMED

The meeting runs longer than expected. 
raum]für[raum shows on the display how much longer 
the meeting can run for before the room is needed for 
the next event. The meeting leader can use the time 
left in the room and extend the time using the touch 
screen.  

The extension can be seen by all employees in 
raum]für[raum - the room is shown as „booked“. 
All associated costs will automatically be adjusted, e.g. 
for rental of the room or equipment used. And the cost 
centre is charged.

It goes without saying that all the controlling figures 
- like amount of use, length of the meeting and so on 
- will also be updated and made available for reporting 
and accounting. 

The service providers can also see in raum]für[raum 
that the meeting has been extended. 
The caterer can deliver additional services, the recepti-
on knows that guests will stay longer. That substantially
improves the quality of your meetings at all levels. 

FINISH EVENT EVENT FINISHED ROOM FREE - FACTS ADJUSTED SERVICE PROVIDERS ARE INFORMED

The meeting ran better than expected and finishes 
early. The meeting leader finishes the meeting using 
the touchscreen display. 

raum]für[raum sets the status of the room to „free“. 
Now the room is instantly available again for all 
employees to use for short-notice meetings. Possible 
costs arising from rental of the room or usage of the 
equipment will automatically be adjusted. 

As the room is available to the employees for ad hoc 
meetings again, this instantly results in a 
more efficient use of resources. At the same time, all 
controlling figures - like degree of usage, length of the 
meeting etc. - will also be updated and available for 
reporting and accounting.

The service providers can see in raum]für[raum that 
the meeting has finished earlier, so they can perform 
their services - like final cleaning or disassembly of 
equipment - straight away. 
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Fully bi-directional interaction at the conference room itself! 
For the first time with passive touchscreen displays!

Higher degree of utilisation of conference rooms - clearer information about changes of 

meetings in real-time - instant and automated arrangements with service providers  

- efficient controlling of building services - support of green IT concepts 

- implementation of high cost-savings potentials.

For the first time passiv² offers an intelligent 

tool for holistic and integrative solutions in the 

operation of your conference areas.

Please get in touch with us. We would like to show 

you the potential of passiv² and how you can use it 

for your own benefit. 

We are looking forward to hearing from you.
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